Several new algorithms for generating deviates from the t family for the degrees of freedom parameter > 1 are presented. Both acceptance-rejection and probability mixing procedures are developed.
given member of the t family. As expected, the modifiable algorithms perform best when the degrees-of-freedom parameter is held fixed.
Acceptance-Rejection.
In the classical acceptance-rejection procedure [1] a variable is generated from the distribution with density function f(x) by sampling a pair (u, x), where « is a uniform (0, 1) variable and x is an independent variable from a distribution with density proportional to an upper envelope g(x), f(x) < g(x), ~°° < x < °°, and then accepting x as a variable from the required distribution when u<f(x)lgix).
There is typically a tradeoff between efficiency of the procedure, which depends on the tightness of the upper envelope g(x), and the ease of sampling from the distribution with density proportional to g(x). Also,f(x)/g(x) is usually costly to evaluate. A good acceptance-rejection algorithm will often combine a rather simple function g(x) with upper and lower bounds on the ratio f(x)/g(x), b(X) < f(x)/g(x) < B(X), -oo < x < co;
which are more easily computed than f(x)/g(x) itself. The procedure is as follows:
1. Generate u.
Generate x from a distribution with density proportional to g(x).
3. If u < b(x), deliver x. A. Hu>B(x), go to 1.
If« <f(x)/g(x)
, deliver x; otherwise go to 1. Here and in what follows, "generate u" (v, ux, u2 ) means obtain a pseudorandom deviate, uniformly distributed on the interval (0, 1). The phrase "deliver x" means that x is the desired deviate and no further computation is needed.
The density function of the t family is given by
This departure from the more conventional use of v for the degrees-of-freedom parameter emphasizes that a is not restricted to be an integer. Though ta(x) is a proper density function for all a > 0, we restrict attention in this paper to values of a > 1.
This restricted t family thus ranges from Cauchy (a = 1) to normal (a = °°). It is particularly convenient to work with the unnormalized densities for the t family, ua(x) = ta(x)/ca = (1 + x2/a)^a+^2, since they are all symmetric about 0, where they attain a common maximum of 1.
The following inequalities are basic to all of the generation algorithms developed in this paper for the t family.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 2.1 (tail bound). For a > 1 and -°° <x <°°, ua(x)<l/x2.
In the extreme tails this bound is sharp, in the sense that the ratio for a = 1, x2ux(x) = (l + l/x2)-1, converges rapidly to I as \x\ increases.
Proof. For a = 1, the proof is immediate. For a > 1, let six) = ln(x2ua(x)) = lnfjc2) -V4(a + l)ln(l + x2/a).
has its only zeros for x2, = 2a/(a -1) which yields a maximum, we have s(x) < s(xQ), where The triangle formed by the lower bound for \x\ < 2 is the largest possible fixed triangle under the unnormalized t family.
Proof. The proof is immediate for \x\>2. By symmetry about 0, we need only consider x > 0. Since ua(x) has derivatives u'a(x) = -x[(a + l)/(a + x2)]ua(x), and
ua(x) is concave for x2 < a/(a + 2) = x\, say, and convex for x2 > x^. Also, the tangent line to ua(x) at x = 1 is la(x) = (2-x)ua(l).
Note that lx(x) = 1 -x/2 is the lower bound of interest. By convexity, la(x) lies below ua(x) for x2 > a/(a + 2). If wa(l)is written as ua(l) = (1 -l/(a + l))(a + 1)/2, it is clear that ua(l) is increasing in a; and hence, lx(x) < /a(x) for 0 <x < 2, a > 1.
As noted above, by the convexity of ua(x) for x > x0, it is immediate that lx(x) < /a(x) < ua(x) for x0 < x < 2. is checked for Ixl < 2 to save computation of the more complex function ua(x). The complete algorithm is as follows.
Algorithm TAR: (Acceptance-Rejection).
1. Generate«. If u< .5, go to 2. Set x = Au -3. Generate v. Go to 3.
2. Set x = .25/(u -.25). Generate ux and set v = x~2ux. 3. If v < 1 -\x\/2, deliver x. If v < ua(x), deliver x. Otherwise go to 1.
The basic acceptance-rejection algorithm can be improved somewhat by means of the upper bound provided in the following result. Two refinements of the basic acceptance-rejection algorithm TAR make use of the upper bounds of Theorem 2.3. In both, it is convenient to make use of the upper bounds only out to 2, which is only slightly smaller than (2e~Vl -l)-%. The first uses the upper bound H(x), which is independent of a. The second uses the tighter upper bound Ha(x), which requires the relatively expensive calculation ua(l) = (1 + l/a)~<-a+1'/2. In many applications, a long sequence of deviates for a given a will be required, and a will be changed only infrequently. In such cases, ua(l) need be computed only once for each choice of a, and it will be advantageous to use the second algorithm. In other applications, a may be changed frequently, and the first algorithm, which avoids the setup cost of computing ua(l), will be preferred. The refined acceptance-rejection algorithms are as follows.
Algorithm TIR: (Improved Rejection). 3. Mixing. The method of probability mixing is based on generating a deviate from a randomly chosen member of a set of distributions according to some fixed weights. If the distributions Fx, . . . , Fk are chosen with probabilities px, . . . , pk, the generated deviate has distribution F = PiFi+---+PkFk.
Efficient algorithms for the target distribution F are achieved by generating deviates from very simple component distributions with high probability and correcting the overall mixture with deviates from more complex component distributions with low probability. This method has previously been applied to construct individual algorithms for specific distributions or specific members of families of distributions [1] , [6] , [10] , [11] , [12] .
The mixing algorithms for the t family presented in this section are based on decomposing the t density into two components:
The first component, the triangular density ÍV4(1-1*1/2) for I* I < 2, (0 otherwise, is generated with probability px = 2ca, 2c, =2/tt<Px <s/2¡t7 = 2c".
With probability p2 = 1 ~px, a random variable with density proportional to the difference function p2f2ix) = ta(x)-pxfx(x) _(ca(ua(x)-(l-\x\/2)) for l*l<2,
is generated by rejection techniques similar to those of the previous section.
In using a mixing technique for the t family, there is no way to completely avoid calculations dependent on a. In the setup case, where many deviates are drawn for a given a, computations independent of* are done only once per choice of a and hence are not regarded as costs. When a is to be changed frequently, however, it is worthwhile reducing the a-dependent computations as much as possible. The first mixing algorithm described below reduces dependence on a as follows. According to the bounds for the first mixing probability px, fx(x) will always (any a) be carried In the setup version, the upper bound Haix) is used as in algorithm TIRS to improve the rejection.
Algorithm TMX: iMixing).
4. Special Cases: Normal and Cauchy. When a particular member of the t family is singled out for special attention, specific features of the distribution selected can be exploited to improve on the algorithms for the general family, even for those with setup features. For the t family, the extreme cases a = °° (normal) and a = 1 (Cauchy) are often of special interest. The normal case has received a great deal of attention (for recent discussions, see, for example, [1] , [2] ). A mixing algorithm (KR) based on the largest triangle beneath the normal density and exploiting a special technique for rejection over triangles [9] was developed by two of the authors [6] . The Cauchy distribution has not received comparable attention. Two traditional methods involve generating a Cauchy variable as the ratio of two independent standard normal deviates [4] or as the tangent of a uniform deviate on (-tt/2, tt/2) [3] . A variant of the second method, sometimes known as the synthetic tangent algorithm,' yields a Cauchy deviate by generating a point (u, v) uniformly on the half-circle { 0 < m<1,-1<u<1,m2+u2<1} and delivering * = v/u. Algorithm TMX was refined to exploit features peculiar to the Cauchy distribution. However, the resulting algorithm proved inferior to the synthetic tangent algorithm CST, and is not included here.
Algorithm CST: (Synthetic Tangent).
1. Generate u, v and set v = 2v -l, w = m2 + v2.
2. If w > 1 go to 1, otherwise deliver * = v/u. Some general remarks can be made about the algorithms, based on the results in Table I . Good mixing algorithms can be written for a specific distribution, e.g. normal (KR), or for the t family when the necessary constants are known (TMXS).
The mixing algorithms are less efficient when the constants must be computed for each call (TMX). The acceptance-rejection algorithms (TIR, TIRS) are competitive for the t family because the unnormalized densities ua(x) all have a similar bell shape and, as noted in Section 2, fit between an easily generated and close fitting upper envelope and a good lower bound.
All of the new algorithms are to be preferred to the classic method for integer a of generating a + 1 independent standard normal deviates and forming t = V<x*tt+i/v2j*2. Because the number of normal deviates required grows linearly in a, this algorithm will be slower than any of the new algorithms for even moderate a, say 3 or 4. Another alternative, valid for all a, is to let t = \Jax/\j2y, where * is a standard normal deviate and y is a deviate from the standard gamma distribution with ' The authors thank David Hoaglin and the referee for communicating this algorithm which was overlooked in the original version of this paper. Generalization of this algorithm is the object of current research [ 5 ] . License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use parameter a/2 (2y has a x2 distribution with a degrees of freedom). Dieter and Ahrens [3] have developed several algorithms for the gamma distribution. A FORTRAN function for the t distribution based on the gamma algorithm GO [3] was written which required about 1950 microseconds/deviate and 1500 microseconds/deviate for regular and setup versions, respectively. Since it is only valid for a greater than 5.07 [3] , it was not included in Table I. Similarly, algorithms based on generating an F deviate from a beta deviate would require two standard gamma deviates or special methods for generating beta(H, a/2) deviates. Since special methods are known only for beta distributions with parameters greater than 1 [3] , this algorithm would require two gamma deviates and hence, would take more than 3000 microseconds/deviate. The algorithms presented here are all easily programmed and valid for all a > 1.
In particular, TAR is the shortest and simplest and is only 20 to 30 percent slower than the fastest algorithm, TMXS, and that occurs only when repeated calls are made for the same a. Any one of TAR, TIR, and TMX would serve as a good general-purpose algorithm for generating deviates from the t family, and TIRS or TMXS would perform well for the user who desires long sequences of deviates from the same t distribution.
